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Ten Tips for Accounting Firm Websites
No matter how web designs change over time or what tools come out to produce
them, you can count on these ten hard truths. If you’re willing to accept them, you’ll
get the most out of your website and you’ll avoid making rookie mistakes.
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No matter how web designs change over time or what tools come out to produce
them, you can count on these ten hard truths. If you’re willing to accept them, you’ll
get the most out of your website and you’ll avoid making rookie mistakes.

1. Your webmaster is not a marketing strategist.
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Your webmaster may be a really great tech person or a fantastic artist, but it’s seldom
that they know how to market as well. The primary purpose of a website should be to
market, so it’s essential to be careful when you select a webmaster. The biggest
mistake I see is accounting �rms spending a fortune on their site designed by
someone who doesn’t understand our industry.

2. “I need a website” Is not enough of a need.

Your website should have a business purpose. Do you want it to be a lead generator? A
brochure? A convenience for customer service? The purpose of your website should be
tied with your marketing and sales cycle as well. If you have a face-to-face sale, how
can you site support and shorten the cycle? Can you close leads online? Do you expect
to? These are the questions to ask yourself and to discuss with your webmaster or
marketing director.  

3. Pretty does not equal pro�table.

I’ve worked with hundreds of clients on their website.   Just because it’s pretty
doesn’t mean it will be effective. Many times, there’s an inverse relationship.

4. Confused buyers don’t buy.

The more content you have that is super�uous to your goals, the more confused and
lost your buyer will be.

5. Lost leads and money down the drain.

If you want to get leads from your site, the �rst thing you need to do is make sure
your leads don’t go in spam. I can’t tell you how many clients I’ve seen that get leads
from their site but never get the form-generated emails because their spam �lters are
too tight.

6. It’s about your client.

Your website design should appeal, �rst and foremost, to your client (not you). If
your client is vastly different from you, that can be hard to swallow.

7. You have about two seconds.

If your visitor can’t �gure out what you sell or what the best thing about your �rm is
in two seconds, they’re gone. Don’t bury your best traits three clicks down; put them
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front and center on the home page. And make sure we know you’re a CPA �rm and
not a law �rm.

8. Your website is part of your marketing plan.

A great website should be an integrated part of an overall marketing strategy that
includes fresh content, lead capture, customer service, and sales content. If it sits
alone as an island, your site will not be very effective.

9. A negative emotional connection works.

I apologize to all the positive people out there. When a prospect comes to you with a
large problem, they are much more likely to act quickly to get out of their business
“pain.” Connect with that pain, let them know there’s a solution, and let them know
you’re their only solution. That works best. No pain, no sale. The connecting to the
pain is what requires the negative approach. “Are you suffering from unbalanced
books?” works better than “Bookkeeping Services.”

     10. Never, ever let someone else register your domain for you.

I can’t tell you how many horror stories I’ve lived through with lost passwords,
inaccessible domains, and bankrupt webmasters that registered a domain for a
client, and the client has no way to get in touch with them. Learn how to do this
yourself. Insist on keeping your domain in your very own account and print and
store the access credentials in a safe place. Make sure you mark your calendar at
renewal time and pay attention to the email you get from ICANN.

And here’s a bonus:

       Bonus: Once you get your site live, do not cross it off your to-do list.

Unfortunately you have a brand new project and that’s helping prospects �nd your
site. Two ongoing to-do’s include updating your site for fresh content and marketing
it in a variety of ways so the optimum number of people �nd it.

————
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helped thousands of  accountants earn more, work less, and serve their clients better
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